
Dear Branch Families,

It's hard to believe that October has already come to
an end. The Branch classroom had so much fun
enjoying all things autumn this month. Happy
Harvest was a beautiful weekend and it was so nice
getting to see our families outside of the classroom!
This month we had a wonderful time learning about
pumpkins and exploring our five senses: taste, touch,
sound, smell, and sight.

During the month of October we did a pumpkin seed
taste test with the pumpkin Miss Heather picked
from the pumpkin patch. As a class we were able to
carve and separate out the seeds. We then worked
together to season the seeds, one batch sweet and the
other savory. For the savory seeds the Branch room
used butter, salt, pepper, and garlic. For the sweet
batch we used butter and cinnamon.  The Branchers
then had the opportunity to use their sense of taste
and decide which flavor they preferred. This activity
was a hit from start to finish.

We focused on the sense of touch by looking at
different textures. One of the ways we did this is
each Brancher made textured hand print art using
different mediums to change the texture of the paint
including corn meal (bumpy), glitter (gritty), and
cotton balls (soft). To further explore our sense of
touch at circle time we introduced a mystery bag full
of items from around our classroom. Each Brancher
was then invited to grab one item without looking
and try to guess what it was based on their sense of
touch. The Branchers did an amazing job identifying
each of the classroom objects in the bag!  We also
did a hot and cold temperature test. Branchers were
able to feel the difference between a water bottle
filled with warm water and a water bottle filled with

cold water. Their favorite part was getting to add
corresponding food coloring to the bottles! The
Branchers had a ton of fun learning about their
sense of touch through all these hands-on activities!

We also talked about our sense of hearing. One of
the books we introduced at circle time was The
Listening Walk which helped us to identify and
think about all the sounds we can hear while
simply being quiet outside. Afterwards the
Branchers had their own opportunity to listen to
our classroom and share what sounds they could
hear. They did an excellent job listening and
identifying the sounds they heard! The Branchers
were also able to use their sense of hearing to listen
to the sound of popcorn popping. As you can
imagine, that activity was a tasty favorite!



As we continued to explore our senses. Branchers
had the opportunity to use their sense of smell while
making coffee scented play doh. Each Brancher had
a turn to smell the coffee grounds and try to use their
sense of smell to identify it. The Branchers did a
great job recognizing the scent of coffee. Then the
Branch class worked together to mix salt, cornmeal,
cream of tartar and water together with the coffee
grounds to make scented play doh. Afterwards each
Brancher was able to take home some of their very
own scented play doh.

Our sense of sight was fun to learn about as we
played new games and practiced our self portraits.
The Branchers learned the game of eye spy and were
able to take turns guessing what each friend had
spotted using their sense of sight. Branchers also
used their sense of sight as they drew another
monthly self portrait. It is amazing to watch their
focus and attention to detail as they draw themselves.
It will be exciting to watch as they continue to
progress with their self-portraits all year long.

October has been a wonderful month in the
Branch classroom. And we are thrilled at how much
the Branchers have picked up throughout the month.
We are looking forward to next month where we will
be beginning new topics of study including friends,
family, and being thankful. It will be a month full of
joy, love, and gratitude!

- Miss Gracen and Miss Heather


